
 
 
 

Sprinkler Activation is a Real Risk for Moving and Storage Companies 
 

Shutgun is a Must Have Tool for Every Moving Truck 
 

(New Orleans, LA) March 20, 2016_When it comes to minimizing risk, there is an extensive checklist that both 
moving and storage companies tend to follow. Despite putting the best precautions in place, these companies are 
still at risk of a variety of accidents, even those involving automatic sprinklers. This is why Technicraft Product 
Design Inc. will be introducing itslatest line of fire sprinkler shut off products at the American Moving and Storage 
Association Conference and Expo on March 20th to 23rd. 

 

Damage from accidental fire sprinkler activations can be one of the most costly challenges facing moving 
companies and storage facilities today. Having a Shutgun tool on hand is the fast and easy way to shut off activated 
sprinkler heads quickly, and prevent further water For convenience, Shutgun now offers a yellow protective case 
perfect to keep up to three Shutgun tools close at hand and easily visible.  

 

When a sprinkler head is activated, quick shut off is critical to prevent damage of everything from furniture, 
equipment or valuables. Even with water released at pressures as high as 170 psi and up to 75 gallons per minute, 
the durable cast aluminum Shutgun allows the user to shut off the sprinkler head with a one-handed, squeeze. For 
situations where the sprinkler head may have been accidently sheared off or broken by heavy equipment or 
furniture, Shutgun has created the Shutgun Sheared Head Attachment to ensure that shut off remains seamless.  

 

“The Shutgun is insurance for the moving and storage industry and it has proven its value in real life situations,” 
said Patterson.  
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More than 30,000 Shutguns have been sold worldwide and have become as a toolbox staple for building, managers, 
construction companies and contractors worldwide. Developed with a Toronto District Fire Chief of 35 years, Shutgun products 
models are engineered to shut off most types of sprinkler heads including standard, sheared or broken and concealed and 
semi-recessed style now popular in commercial complexes and hotels. www.shutguntool.com. 
 
Shutgun contact:   Greg Patterson   1-866-827-8711    greg@technicraftdesign.com 
Media contact:   Amanda Sutton   705-791-7209   amanda@catalystcc.ca 
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